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Abstract
An analysis of laser-dotted engraaving technolog
gical specifics aand laser-impullse machines co
ontrol problemss is presented. The
T main problem for
matterial processinng with impulsee laser emission is the necesssity to maintain
n the impulse frequency
fr
in a ffixed interval. Any violation of this
inteerval isn’t allow
wed, because it leads to significcant energy disp
spersion betweeen impulses and
d, as a result, to uneven materiaal processing.
Thee traditional conntrol method with
w impulse confirmation waiiting could be realized
r
in any NC
N System. Hoowever, it leads to performancce loss
and
d incomplete usse of machine capabilities. An approach is devveloped via imp
pulse processin
ng control basedd on the combin
nation of advannce NC
blocks scanning m
method and speeed profile adapttation for impullse frequency limit conditions.
Exp
periments show
w that the devveloped approaach allows to ggreatly increase the processin
ng speed comp
mpared to the method
m
with im
mpulse
con
nfirmation waitting. The perfoormance increase up to 30 – 50 % is achieeved; whilst th
he quality of prrocessed detaills is maintainedd. The
effiiciency of the ddeveloped approoach is supporteed by associatedd tools for the optimization
o
and analysis of coontrol program..
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1. Introduction
I
Laser processsing – is a technology proved by manyy years
of experience, w
which is used in many field
ds of industry. Laser
mission materrial processiing could be performeed in
em
con
ntinuous or inn impulse modde.
p
m
material
Impulse laserr emission is used when processing
pro
operties couldd be changed only
o
with hig
gh emission deensity,
or when
w
impact should be focuused and shorrt-term [1,2].
ulse laser proccessing
One of the chharacteristic exxamples of pu
is the dotted eengraving in transparent solid environnments
he last decadde the
(ussually opticall glass is used). For th
vollumetric engrraving has become a very popular methhod of
creeation of a widde range of soouvenir and advertising
a
prooducts
in the form of three-dimenssional imagess, flat raster photo
gy is based oon the
draawings or insscriptions. Thhis technolog
pheenomenon of optical breakkdown – mateerial destructiions at
exccess of a certtain thresholdd of volume density
d
of emiission.
Lasser emission ppasses througgh a layer of transparent
t
m
material

and
d makes the destroying imppact only in th
he vicinity of a point
of beam
b
focus. To
T obtain the nnecessary pow
wer, the laser has to
wo
ork in the pulse mode - too emit the neccessary energy in a
sho
ort period off time [3]. T
The size and
d the form of
o the
desstroyed dot area depends onn many param
meters, but gennerally
forr volume engraving the struucture of a point can be adjjusted.
The material for the engravingg can be almo
ost of any kindd with
cy for laser light. Howeveer, the
thee condition of transparency
threshold of optical breakddown is diffferent for various
v
vironments. A combinationn of laser tech
hnique development
env
and
d the opportu
unities of moodern computter control syystems
allo
ows processin
ng with a freqquency of thousands hertzz on a
laser engraving machine.
m
The problem of laser engrraving machin
ne control raddically
difffers from the tasks of macchines for traaditional processing
con
ntrol (turning, milling and ggrinding) [4]. For laser engrraving
reaaching the en
nd of a NC
C block in the
t
estimatedd time
dettermined by laser frequenncy is obligattory. And it is not
imp
portant, in wh
hat sequence aand on what trajectory it will
w be
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reached. In multipurpose NC systems there is not enough
attention paid to the problem of impulse processing , therefore
machine tool builders are compelled to choose one of two
non-optimal ways – to use the common NC system and its
algorithms created for continuous processing, or to create a
highly specialized control system by themselves.
Thus, in the field of engraving systems production there is
a problem of creating approaches for a specialized control
system of impulse processing, but on the basis of
multifunctional NC system [5,6] and preserving all its
advantages (control methods acquired by decades,
multifunctional user interface, tools of programming) [7,8].
The features of dotted processing and process control set one
more task for developers – the optimization of the control
program for the sequence of points’ description. Therefore, we
will consider an implementation approach for pulse processing
control features within traditional NC systems and the use of
optimization methods for the prepared control programs for
the maximum use of machine opportunities within the set limit
parameters of dynamics and kinematics.
2. Laser dotted engraving technology and control problem
In production there is a wide class of equipment on the
basis of lasers working in the impulse mode with impulses
frequency within wide interval of 40 - 1000 Hz. There are
some fields of such equipment use: pulse pulsed laser cladding
[9]; pulse laser welding; marking (drawing information on a
product detail); But most often, as it was already said, pulse
processing, especially with a low frequency, is typical for an
engraving in transparent environments.
The main feature of impulse machine control consists in the
need for ensuring a strict synchronization between impulses of
the laser and the movement on the processing contour. The
scheme on Fig. 1 illustrates the interaction of the control
system with the impulse machine during processing. On the
right there is a chart of the control signals which are given out
by a control system, and reciprocal signals of the laser.

The movement stops, then the signal ("Strobe") orders the
laser module to set the resonator in an active state.
The system expects a laser signal ("Confirmation") about
successful point processing at the time of the next pumping
impulse, then the new cycle (moving to the next point of
drawing) begins.

Fig. 2. Signals delivery sequence diagram of control and pilot signals delivery
sequence during point processing.

The described scheme shows the main feature of impulse
processing control: the system has to synchronize the
movement of the beam with emission impulses. Thus the
frequency of pumping impulses has to keep with a certain
admissible error (otherwise, the energy and divergence of the
beam will be insufficient for point processing). The absence of
movement synchronization with periodical signals in NC
system causes stops in the processed points [10,11]. It leads to
a need to implement movements with the simplest profile of
acceleration and braking with a zero speed at the beginning
and in the end of a NC block as it is shown on Fig. 3.



Fig. 3. Movement during standard scheme of impulse processing control.
Fig. 1. Scheme of interaction control systems with pulsed laser machine.

Stages of machine elements interaction during point
processing are presented on the sequence chart (Fig. 2).
Signals delivery sequence is following:
System gives out signals of movement ("Step") on feeding
drives up to achievement of the next point set in the operating
program.

Here min, nom, max - the time points defining the
admission for the pumping impulses delivery. From this
scheme it follows that a considerable part of processing time
proceeds with a speed lower than nominal, which conducts to
productivity loss. An attempt to pass the way between points
without acceleration and braking will lead to dynamic
loadings increase and even to the failure of the movement
because of a quick stop of drives.
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Thus, the problem of development a new motion control
algorithm for dotted laser processing is actual [12,13].
3. Approach to motion control taking into account the
synchronization with laser emission
3.1. Synchronization between motion and laser pulses
The main problem of the base algorithm of acceleration and
deceleration during pulse dotted processing is the necessity to
stop in the processed dots. Therefore, just finding the
maximum speed between blocks is not enough and motion
control algorithm should have an important feature synchronization between motion and laser pulses to eliminate
stops in processed dots. The synchronization implies that the
path between the two operating points must be passed for a
time determined by the nominal pulse frequency and its
permissible error. In this case pulses of pump lamp are being
generated by control system, not by the laser’s internal clock.
Let's consider the scheme, which shows the chain of lookahead and motion synchronization algorithms in the
acceleration/deceleration module of NC system (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Acceleration/deceleration module workflow.

Before
starting
to
move
in
acceleration/deceleration parameters are set.
counting of interpolation cycles, required for
the block, is performed, and the following
verified:

the
block,
After that, the
the passage of
conditions are

x Number of cycles corresponds with the nearest time
tolerance window of frequency for laser pump.
x Number of cycles is more or equal to n_nom + n_max_syn.
Here n_nom is the number of cycles corresponding to an
integer count of pulse periods with nominal frequency;
n_max_syn is the number of cycles corresponding to the
period for maximum permissible frequency of the pump
lamp pulse.
The second option is associated with the fact that the first
pulse in the block can be made with increased frequency.
If one of these conditions is satisfied, the motion
parameters are considered valid and the process of analyzing
the block stops. Otherwise, a slight decrease of final block
feed is performed and the verification process is repeated. If
the final feed is zero, the nominal feed is reduced. With this
iterative method we can determine the motion parameters of
block processing, synchronized with laser pulse timing.
The initial and the final result of acceleration /deceleration
profile correction is illustrated in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Change of feed profile after synchronization.

The correction of feed profile allows reaching the working
point exactly in the time window of laser pulse. Processing
parameters, such as frequency of the laser, permissible error of
frequency, the maximum acceleration of the axes, etc., can be
customized by the system operator. It allows finding the
optimum balance of performance and quality of processing
experimentally.
3.2. Optimization of control program for minimal processing
time
For the result of dotted engraving the set of points is more
important than their order. The points in the control program
can be arbitrarily interchanged to optimize program execution
time. When using the simple motion control with waiting,
such changes in control program do not give much effect,
since stop is performed in all points. Also, control programs
for engraving typically are initially optimized for the minimal
total path length.
However, when using our proposed algorithm, not only the
length of the path, but also the relative position of neighboring
points of the sequence is important for the program execution
time. The feed is limited by acceleration in the points, which
depends on the relative directions of the vectors of
neighboring blocks. Therefore, it is possible to achieve an
increase of feed by reducing the angle between the segments
of trajectory. This can be done by selecting a sequence of
points with a particular algorithm. Consider Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Acceleration/deceleration module workflow.

The sequence of points in engraving control programs
generally corresponds to the left part of Fig. 6. In this
sequence the selection of the next point is determined (mainly)
by the proximity to the previous. Thus, local areas are
sequentially processed. However, in this case, the trajectory is
the polyline with very fast changes of movement vector.
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Anotther possible ssequence is shhown in the rig
ght figure - inn this
case the points close to a straight linee are proce ssed
sequeentially, if poossible. The preferable search directionn of
neigh
hbor points can be seleected. In this example, the
prefeerable directioon is along the X axis, but can be set allong
any inclined axis.
It is hard to dettermine whichh sequence off points wouldd be
most effective for a particular drawing and whether it maakes
y. To solve the
sensee to straighteen the original trajectory
optim
mization probllem a special utility
u
was dev
veloped. It alllows
generrating a sequuence of poinnts in a way specified byy the
operaator and evaluuating processiing time.
In
n the current version of thhis utility thee simple direected
rando
om search alggorithm is useed. The search
h is performeed in
the in
ndividual locaal sequences of points. Local search alllows
gettin
ng a satisfacttory result inn a reasonablle time for m
most
draw
wings. The opperator can select a preferred directionn of
searcch and the dessired distancee from points to direction llines
that define
d
the sequuence.
Drrawing AB155_00.srt conssists of 2400
0 points andd its
proceessing time is about 80 secoonds at a nom
minal frequenccy of
45 Hz (Fig. 7).

Th
he system operator can sett the automattic search forr the
most effective processing modee. The utility iteratively sellects
prefeerable movem
ment direction and tolerablee angles betw
ween
adjaccent vectors, until
u
the most effective mod
de is found forr the
given
n machine parameters
p
(aand taking into account the
speciified maximum
m search timee). Fig. 8 shows a fragmennt of
the file
f
AB15_00
0.srt before and after optimization with
w
prefeerable movemeent direction aalong X axis.

Fig. 8. Fragment of test file AB155_00.srt (default and
a optimized).

he utility alsso has the function of processing time
t
Th
estim
mation and allo
ows the operaator to quicklly select the most
m
effective mode for a specific filee without mulltiple executioon of
o
process.
p
Tablee 2 shows som
me estimationns of
the optimization
the execution
e
timee of program
ms after an op
ptimization off the
pointt sequence and
d a comparisoon with the reaal processing time
t
with standard mach
hine parameteers.

a)

Table 2. Estimation of processing
p
time.

b))

mation
Estim
timee, [min]

Proccessing
timee, [min]

Deviaation

2400

00:558

00:5
58

0.0%

20400
00

80:447

82:1
11

-1.7%
%

belka_
_st.srt

10840
00

52:111

53:2
24

-2.3%
%

sp6.srtt

20860
00

80:111

82:2
28

-3%

File

Numb
ber of
pointss

AB15_
_00.srt
sl6.srt

Ass we see, the developed alggorithm in mo
ost cases givees an
optim
mistic prognossis of processiing time with error in the raange
of 2-3
3%.

Fig. 7. (a) CAD/CAM model of file AB
B15_00.srt; (b) ressult of processingg file
AB15_000.srt.

Affter optimizinng, the proceessing time iss greatly reduuced
(Tablle 1).
Table 1. Measurement of processing tim
me for the file AB
B15_00.srt.
Optim
mization method

Processing
time, [min]

Optimizationn
result

Defau
ult file (simple opptimization for
minim
mal path length, 22400 points)

01:19

100%

Preferrable movement along the X axis

00:58

73%

Preferrable movement along the Y axis

00:56

71%

Preferrable movement along the
inclin
ned axis of 45 deggrees

01:01

77%

4. Ev
valuating the effectivenesss of the algoriithm on an
exam
mple of typica
al control proograms
Asssessing the impact
i
of thee developed algorithms
a
onn the
effectiveness of pu
ulsed low-freqquency processing was carrried
hines for lasser engraving
g in transpaarent
out on the mach
s
thhe information on the duraation
medium. Table 3 summarizes
with
of prrocessing forr the 14 filees of control programs (w
differrent number of
o points) wheen using the existing
e
algoriithm
of motion
m
conttrol and thhe developed
d algorithm of
synch
hronizing motion
m
with laser pulses. Comparrison
condu
ucted for nom
minal processs parameters (pulse
(
frequenncy:
45 Hz,
H permissible accelerationn: 300 mm/s2, maximum feed
f
rate: 1800 mm/miin; the distancce between processing
p
poiints:
150 µ). Numb
ber of points roounded to hun
ndreds.
100-1
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Tab
ble 3. Results of thhe measurement of time of processsing on the laser
macchine.
Fille
num
mber

Number
of pointss

Old algorithhm
processing
time, [min]

New algo
orithm
processing
time, [min
n]

Reducttion of
processsing
time

1

34800

30:11

18:15

40%

2

12100

10:29

7:01

33%

3

23200

20:19

14:08

30%

4

108400

92:08

48:16

48%

5

65200

55:36

31:14

44%

6

30900

26:12

16:01

39%

7

38600

33:19

24:02

28%

8

8600

7:52

4:58

37%

9

26700

23:28

13:36

42%

10

52000

44:26

28:13

36%

11

31200

26:51

17:54

33%

12

28000

23:49

14:28

39%

13

35200

30:43

19:45

36%

14

21100

18:17

10:11

44%

In the presennt sample of files
f
the redu
uction of proccessing
tim
me is 28-48%,, although thee values less than
t
30% aree fairly
rare.
algorithhm of
The results show that the developed
syn
nchronization of the movem
ment and of laser
l
pulses ennables
red
ducing the prrocessing time for manufaacturing the ppulsed
laser machine by 30 - 500% compared
d with a staandard
possitional controol scheme witth stops at the end points oof NC
blo
ocks.
ments carried out on an exp
perimental maachine
The measurem
run
nning at ratedd speed of 1000 Hz and faaster drives shhowed
sim
milar results inn the differennce at runtimee (the differennce in
theese parameterrs can reach for some prrograms 80-1100%),
wh
hich shows thhe effectiveneess of the allgorithm in a wide
ran
nge of operatinng frequenciess and speeds of
o movement.
Improved perrformance is due to reduciing the deceleeration
tim
me, which leadds to the fact that
t the execution time of a block
fitss with high prrobability intoo a smaller nu
umber of periiods of
thee laser radiatioons (Fig. 9).

5. The
T construcction of proceess chain for performing the
t
dottted laser eng
graving
The developed control aalgorithm and
d the methoods of
opttimization off sequences oof points allow generatinng the
typ
pical approach
h to the prepparation of control prograams to
imp
prove the effficiency of thhe production
n process. Suuch an
app
proach can bee organized ass follows (Fig
g. 10). The toop row
sho
ows the main stages of the design process of dotted
eng
graving, below
w are the taasks to solve at these stagges to
opttimize the process
p
of technologicall preparationn and
pro
oduction.


Fig. 10. Proce
ess chain for perfo
forming the dotted
d laser engraving.

During the technological ppreparation off production off parts
pro
oduced using laser engravin
ing the follow
wing are perfoormed:
thee optimization of the trajectoory for the len
ngth of the patth; the
opttimization off a sequencee of points for the proojected
pro
ocessing time; the applicaation of conttrol algorithm
m with
syn
nchronization and preview
wing (look-aheead) of NC blocks.
b
According to th
he results off manufacturing each parrt, the
alysis of the quality
q
produccts and
opeerator can perrform the anal
maake a compariison of prediccted and actu
ual processingg time.
The data obtaineed can be usedd to make chaanges to the process
d selecting a new
of optimizing a sequence oof points and
pro
ocessing strateegy for the nex
ext product, which allows gaining
g
exp
perience and improving
i
proocess efficiency for a wide range
of products.
p



Fig. 11. Produ
ucts obtained on thhe laser Engravin
ng machine ARTII.
Fig. 9. Proofiles of speed of in passing joints of NC blocks.

The proposeed method iss successfullly applied on
o the
maachine of volu
umetric laserr engraving ARTI,
A
which has a
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relatively moderate index of limiting pulse frequency (65-70
Hz), but the minimum cost and operating cost through the use
of low-power laser and simple step-dir drives. However, using
the developed control algorithms and control programs
optimizes machine exhibits with high efficiency in production
of small-scale and single products (Fig. 11).
6. Conclusion
Algorithms of previewing trajectory and motion control on
the parametric curves for pulsed laser machines are
developed, which allows minimizing stopping at processed
points and achieving a constant contouring speed. The
application of the developed algorithms leads to a reduction in
processing time by 30-50% as compared to using algorithms
which do not take into account the synchronization of motion
with laser pulses. The efficiency of the look-ahead algorithm
for NC blocks is significantly increased when connecting the
method of adaptation to the conditions of the velocity profile
restrictions on the frequency of the pulses [14].
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